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Tracking the big picture
The  results  of  Asia  Asset
Management’s  2013  Fund  Manager
Survey  reflect  a  world  in  which  the
so-called  ‘smart  money’  trusts  the
China  story.  Despite  the  country’s
continued  stock  market  weakness,  its
ongoing  concerns  about  debt  and
housing bubbles, and some impressive
performances...

Featured stories from the September 2013 issue of Asia Asset Management

Lofty ambitions
UCITS maintains position as most widely-used distribution vehicle in the
region
Credit where credit’s due
Fortune favours flexibility in today’s income-challenged environment
Taking a contrarian approach

Wu Tang-chieh named Taiwan’s vice minister of finance
| 4 September 2013

Going Places: Executive Yuan also approves the appointment of Jin-Der Chiang as
chairman of First Financial Holdings

Citi secures Whiz Partners mandate
| 4 September 2013

Mandates & Contracts:  Firm to provide fund administration and transfer  agency
services for new hedge fund in Asia

CFA Institute releases new edition of career guide
| 4 September 2013

Education & Training: Publication profiles the career paths of over 30 successful
CFA charterholders from 16 countries and territories in the Asia Pacific

Taiwan’s LPF tenders new mandates of US$3.3 billion
| 3 September 2013

Government Pension Funds: Nine fund managers set to gain

Sustainability risk low on the agenda for most firms
| 2 September 2013
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Fund Manager Survey 2013

New findings from provider of Asia environmental, social and governance (ESG)
research, RepuTex, indicate that the ESG performance of Hong Kong and mainland
Chinese companies has remained stagnant these last 12 months.

Global players swoop in on Greater China
The past 12 months have proven once again that the fortunes of the Asian markets
largely rely on a zero-sum game in which global investors, particularly in risk-on
environments, shun low yielding developed economies in favour of the emerging
markets, where Asia dominates...
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